
NEWS FEBRUARY 2022

From the Headteacher:

Dear Parents and Carers

It is hard to believe that we are already half way through another academic year – it must be true that time flies
when you are having fun! It has been a really positive half term for us and I thank all parents and carers, as always,
for their support which has enabled the school to carry on as near to normal as possible.

It has been wonderful to hear the buzz and excitement of rehearsals after school for another big musical production,
Les Miserables. Our young actors are sounding amazing and I do hope that you have been able to secure a ticket and
will be joining us. I should also say a big thank you to all those parents and carers I see patiently waiting outside
school in the evenings to collect their children after rehearsals. Thank you for supporting your children to do what
they love.

We say goodbye at the end of this half term to Mrs Sabiha Somji in science, who leaves us to start a new life in
Canada with her husband. Sabiha was the first appointment I made as the new Headteacher of Nower Hill, so she is
very special! I am sure you will join me in wishing her well for the future and thanking her for all she has done for the
young scientists of Nower Hill. Good luck Sabiha.

We have been delighted with the calm and purposeful way in which our Year 11 and 13 students have been
preparing for their GCSE and A Level examinations. As you will be aware from Neil Hardy’s letter, we will be doing
spring assessments next half term as part of the contingency plan, but we do also expect exams to go ahead in the
summer, and you will be receiving further guidance on the content of these after the half term break.



I have the pleasure of teaching a Year 13 Economics class and have been incredibly impressed with their resilience
and determination, which has led to them all making great progress this term; no drama, they are just getting on
with it. I know that all of my colleagues would say the same of their students, both in GCSE and A Level classes – our
students really are fantastic. We are making sure that they all receive a very clear message not to be led astray by
promises from the Chief Exams Regulator of ‘generous grading’. All students nationally will enjoy ‘generous grading’
this year, so to get the top grades, you will still need to be the top student! In short, now is not the time for our
young people to ease off the gas pedal and we would encourage them to continue working as brilliantly as they have
been doing this year, in order to reap the rewards they so richly deserve. All of that said, we would still like all our
students to enjoy the Spring weather and have a bit of well-deserved rest and relaxation this half-term, so as always,
balance is key.

As we sign off for the half term, our Year 11s will be excitedly preparing for their Valentine’s Ball tonight, which
makes a welcome return after two years. We wish them a joyous evening and look forward to sharing photographs of
the event with you in the next edition of the News.

Wishing you a very happy, restful half term holiday.

With my best wishes

Louise Voden
Headteacher



UCAS is the vehicle through which Year 13 students are able to apply for courses at University. 
Nower Hill students got things started back in July last year and have been supported ever 
since by the entire 6th Form Team, including Form Tutors and subject teachers. Deadline day 
was on Wednesday 26th January. Was there a last minute mad rush to beat the deadline? Not 
at all! In fact, the last of 202 applications were sent off with over 24 hours to spare. Well done 
to our students and staff for making this happen. 

Many have received offers already, here are a flavour of some of the universities from which students 
have already received offers:

Aberystwyth Anglia Ruskin Arts Bournemouth Aston Birmingham Bangor Bath Spa Birmingham City

Bournemouth Bristol West of England Brunel London Buckinghamshire Cambridge New Cardiff City London

De Montfort Durham Falmouth Goldsmiths London Keele Kingston Lancaster Leeds Beckett Liverpool Hope

Liverpool John Moores London Metropolitan London South Bank Loughborough Manchester Metropolitan

Middlesex Newcastle Northumbria Newcastle Nottingham Trent Oxford Brookes Plymouth Marjon Queen

Mary London Queen's Belfast Royal Holloway London SAE Institute SOAS London Solent St George's London

St Mary's Twickenham Swansea Edinburgh Aberdeen Bath Bedfordshire Birmingham Bolton Bradford

Brighton Bristol Dundee East Anglia UEA East London Essex Exeter Glasgow Greenwich Hertfordshire Kent

Leeds Leicester Liverpool Manchester Nottingham Oxford Plymouth Portsmouth Reading Roehampton

Sheffield South Wales Southampton Strathclyde Surrey Sussex Wales Trinity Saint David Warwick West

London Westminster London Wolverhampton York

THE NOWER HILL GRAND UCAS TOTALISER = 202



Emily 

University of Oxford

Lincoln College

Classical Archaeology and 

Ancient History

Henry 

University of Oxford

Lady Margaret Hall

Ancient and Modern 

History

Diya

University of Cambridge 

St Catharine's College

Classics

Finn

University of Cambridge 

Pembroke College

Natural Science

We are immensely proud of all the hard work, dedication and resilience that our Oxbridge applicants
demonstrated throughout the highly competitive selection process this year. We would like to celebrate the
success of these four outstanding students who have received an offer.

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR OXFORD & CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY OFFER HOLDERS



A group of Year 7 students went to the Borough
Indoor Athletics competition at Park High School on
Wednesday 22nd January 2022. The teams competed
in events including: standing long jump, triple jump,
speed bounce and a series of races.

The girls’ team was made up of: Cara, Grace, Zuzanna,
Lara, Monique & Eva-Rae. They came 3rd out of 9
schools. All the girls put in strong performances across
all of the events, despite coming up against some very
strong competition. It is a fantastic achievement to
come 3rd out of all of the schools in Harrow; well
done girls!

The boys’ team was made up of: Conor Smit, Ethan
Petrunov, Oyinkro Gbeworo, Oliver Shah, Luca Russo
and Arjun Patel. They came 7th out of 8 schools. The
level of competition was extremely high in the boys’
events, and all of our students put in amazing
performances and held their own in all of the events.
Well done boys!

YEAR 7 INDOOR ATHLETICS BADMINTON

Well done to the U16 badminton team who finished
second in the Harrow Borough tournament this
week. The players were Maya Bhogal, Alan Jomy,
Jack Andersson, Shaahid Alimohamed, Agastya
Jaisswal, Brett Collins and Hridhaan Sharma.

In the qualifying rounds, the team had a 100% win
record, beating both Harrow High School and Rooks
Heath 9-0, beating Whitmore 7-2 and Avanti 5-4.

In the finals, the team beat Park High School (5-4)
and Pinner High School (7-2). They then
unfortunately just lost to the eventual champions
John Lyon School. To finish second in the Borough is
a fantastic achievement; well done team!

Congratulations to the U13 team who have reached
the Harrow League Final after finishing top in their
group. Below are the results that take us through to
play Avanti in the final in March.

Nower Hill High School VS Pinner High School 5-2

Nower Hill High School VS Bentley Wood 3-2

Nower Hill High School VS Hatch End High School 2-2

U13 GIRLS FOOTBALL



On Tuesday 25th January 2022, the Year 9 football
team played Bishop Ramsey CofE School in the
quarter final of the Middlesex Cup. Bishop Ramsey
managed to score first, but Nower Hill hit back to
make it 1-1 with 10 minutes to go. Unfortunately,
Bishop Ramsey took a rare chance in the game and
scored just 5 minutes before the final whistle,
sending Nower Hill out of the competition. There
were exceptional performances from Josh Mesgian-
Rodaway, Joshua Gidaree and Daniel Shpendi.

In the Harrow Borough League, Nower Hill has
played 3 matches and currently sit top of their
group. They have had comfortable wins over Avanti
House (7-2); Hatch End High School (8-0); and
Whitmore High School (8-0). The team have really
grown throughout the season and there have been
some stand out performances from Dylan
Ssentoogo, Finlay Phillips, Rafi Griggs, Mehdi Al-
Mufadal and Ali-Aldeen Aly.

YEAR 9 BOYS’ FOOTBALL

On Monday 24th January 2022, the Year 10 football

team played Ashmole Academy in the quarter final

of the Middlesex Cup. Nower Hill took full advantage

of a very strong start by racing into a 3-0 lead, thanks

to individual goals from Ethan Kasujja and a brace of

goals from Bilal Ghaznavi. However, Ashmole

Academy were quicker out of the blocks after half

time and scored early to make it 3-1. The nerves

were quickly squashed straight from kick-off, as

Ethan Kasujja scored his second of the game with an

outstanding finish into the top corner with his left

foot. Whilst Ashmole scored late in the game to

make it 4-2, there was still time for Max Dadomo to

calmly score into an empty net to make it a

triumphant 5-2 victory, progressing into the semi-

finals of the Middlesex Cup. Massive congratulations

to the whole team and an honourable mention to

Aman Azam and Brian McGovern, who were both

outstanding throughout the game.

YEAR 10 BOYS’ FOOTBALL



Well done to the Year 9 basketball team, who were
narrowly defeated by a defensively sound Hatch End
High School in the Borough semi finals 16-19.

Nower Hill were the stronger, more threatening
team for much of the game, but ultimately the
second period gave the team too much to do.

The team scored four 3 pointers in the semi final,
with Mehdi getting two of those.

The team came through second in their group
initially after a 24-22 win over Pinner High School
and a walkover victory against Rooks Heath.

Mehdi Al-Mufadal was the player of the
tournament.

YEAR 9 BOYS’ BASKETBALL

The Year 10 basketball team beat Harrow High
School 39 - 34 in their final group match of the
season. They finished top of their group in the
Harrow Borough Basketball League after convincing
wins over Pinner High School (66 - 7) and Whitmore
School (40 - 20). They will now play Canons High
School in the semi-final later this week, with the
winner setting up a final match against Park High
School early in the next half term. Exceptional
performances throughout the season from Dylan Gill,
Rahul Limbu and Reece Solanki.

YEAR 10 BOYS’ BASKETBALL

YEAR 11 BOYS’ BASKETBALL

The Year 11 boys’ team suffered a heavy defeat
against a very strong Pinner High School team 68-22.
In the second game, the team was mainly unchanged
and were slightly fatigued. They suffered a 60-18
defeat to Whitmore. A special mention to Sohail
Shamil who scored the majority of the baskets for
the team.



Minor Girls
1st - Grace Crisp

3rd - Cara Samuels
17th - Leah Allen

28th - Anika Luther
29th - Gracie Lewis

Junior Girls
9th - Abbey Wilbraham

14th - Olivia Bass
19th - Sofia Unwin

20th - Erin Fern
21st - Margot Hogg

Intermediate Girls
1st - Kayla Saunders

HARROW & MIDDLESEX SCHOOLS’ CROSS COUNTRY
On Thursday 20th January, we took 54 students to Harrow School to compete in the Harrow Borough Cross Country, we were
proud to have more students competing than any other school. Below are some of our top results:

Minor Boys
4th - Luca Russo
9th - Ben Waller
11th - Ray Malde

12th - Nero Parmar
16th - Shayan Yadav
17th - Kush Rathod

18th - Nicklas Sutherland

Junior Boys
2nd - Dylan Ssentoogo
4th - Daniel Shpendi

10th - Daniel Bantleman
12th - Angel Takhov

20th - Zak Kupfer

Intermediate Boys
4th - Michael Cattini

7th - Jayden Louis
9th - Jamie Waller

13th - Akshay Luther

Senior Boys
1st Chris Hudson

Following the Harrow Cross country, a number of our students were selected based on their time to compete in the

Middlesex Championships. Congratulations to the following students:

Luca Russo 33rd
Ben Waller 55th

Daniel Bantleman 44th
Michael Cattini 20th

Jamie Waller 55th
Grace Crisp 26th

Cara Samuels 55th
Kayla Saunders 11th

Abbey Wilbraham 55th

Chris Hudson 1st



On Thursday 10th February the Year 8 indoor athletics team
attended the Borough competition held at Park High School. This
was the students first time entering the competition and
excitement was high!

The girls’ team was made up of: Anaya, Olivia, Shreeya, Abbey,
Anne-Marie and Meliyah. The girls put some in some
exceptional performances including finishing first in the shot-
put, speed bounce and vertical jump competitions. These results
put the girls in a strong position moving into the track events.
After the conclusion of all the events the team were announced
as finishing the competition in 1st place! This is a fantastic
achievement and is testament to the teamwork and enthusiasm
of the whole team.

YEAR 8 INDOOR ATHLETICS

On Thursday 10th February Nower Hill hosted the Year 7
Harrow Netball Tournament. This was the team's first outing
of the netball season and the girls were excited to get started.
The girls faced some strong competition and produced some
outstanding performances in order to beat John Lyon 2-1 and
Park High 3-1. The overall results meant that Nower Hill
finished in 5th place. This puts the team in a good position for
the rest of the season and we look forward to celebrating
their successes over the coming weeks. The team consisted
of: Nicole, Cara, Jonnelle, Keira, Anjela, Zyon, Monique, Nikki,
Leah and Shiann. Special mentions to: Cara, Anjela and Leah
for their fantastic teamwork and communication through the
tournament. Well done girls!

YEAR 7 GIRLS’ NETBALL

The boy’s team was made up of: Angel
Tafkov, Arthur Joseph, Jack Joseph,
Daniel Bantleman, Finn Bhandari and
Javinchi Lewin. The boys had a good all
around performance in the
competition with highlights including
finishing first in the speed bounce and
4x2 lap relay. The boys faced some
strong opposition and eventually
finished the competition in a
respectable 4th place. This is a great
achievement and one of which all the
boys should be proud of!



YEAR 7 TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT

On Thursday 10th February, we held our first Year 7 Inter- Form Table Tennis Tournament. It was great to see
so many students come out to represent their Forms.

After some intense games, it was down to 7GH and 7FH. Both Forms had a great turn out, with over half the
Form group turning up. 7FH emerged as the overall winners, winning the Inter- Form trophy for the half
term.

Congratulations to all the students who took part and we hope to have another tournament in the Summer
Term.

Richard Ahern & Joel Suthesh
Year 7 Co-ordinators



YEAR 12 BRITISH PHYSICS OLYMPIAD SENIOR CHALLENGE 

Five of our outstanding Year 12 A-level physicists were selected to compete in the ‘Senior Physics Challenge’
on Thursday 25th January. Its aim was to stretch students in their thinking about ideas in physics and
challenge them with a range of cutting edge research and topical problems to solve. Our students competed
against 4690 of the most exceptional physicists nationally. All our students performed remarkably well and
really rose to the challenge! The awards were:

Christina Mooney (6SH) – Gold (top 18%)

Rego Kakas (6GS) – Gold (top 18%)

Sumedha Ravishankar (6BS) – Silver (top 34%)

Kayan Goonathilaka (6NS) – Silver (top 34%)

Jai Raven (6KS) – Silver (top 34%)

We are incredibly proud of our students and their success in a competition taken by only the top achieving 
students in the country. Gaining marks on these very difficult papers was no easy task, but our students really 
relished the opportunity and performed very well. 

A big well done to them all! 



On Friday 12th November 2021, 7 of our most outstanding Year 13 physicists took part in the ‘British
Physics Olympiad Round 1’ competition. This incredibly challenging competition, marked externally at
the University of Oxford, was completed by some of the best physics students nationally with 2300
students from 393 schools. The organisers from the University of Oxford themselves quoted
“University professors have taken this at school and got nowhere”. Needless to say, our students have
made us and themselves incredibly proud with their outstanding achievements and development of
their problem-solving skills. Our sincere congratulations to all of them!

Elliot Lawford 6GH Silver

Finn Shouler 6SH Silver

Matthew Haddow 6SH Silver

Evelyn Watson 6NN Bronze I

Dylan Saunders 6KH Bronze I

Jadon Isayas 6NS Bonze I

Abishah Sooriyakumar 6NS Bronze I

YEAR 13 BRITISH PHYSICS OLYMPIAD ROUND 1



Well done to all the students who took part in the UKMT Intermediate Challenge on Wednesday 2nd

February. All the students arrived promptly and fully prepared with all their equipment.

Huge congratulations to everyone involved, we look forward to seeing who makes it through to the next
round. Results will be shared as soon as they are received by the school – Good Luck!

Mrs Jilka

UKMT INTERMEDIATE MATHS CHALLENGE 2022

O'MAHONY Teagan PARMAR Shailen MAISURIA Rishi AHMAD Mir ABDELMOUMENE RAFIK AHMED ALIZA Ahmad Daniyal Ahtti Roshni

O'MAHONY Caitlin ELMER Martha KEDIA Ayush CARPIUC Mihnea ANNON LILIA ALLAMRAJU Akhil Awan Zayd Arulvannan Enthujan

DIDIK Hana ADHIKARI Neil HILALI Ali CHAUHAN Neha BADERMAN OLIVER
AT-THAHABI ABDUR-
RAHMAN Barthipan Arthega Assani Dhruv

AHMED Aisha KHANDWALLA Ahmed MAHAJAN Prisha FATHIMA Emina BASKARAN ARMMETHA BALAKUMAR THANYA Baskaran Alexia Butt Juzef

SAFI Khpelwak RAVAL Dhvani SYED Zoha
FETHERSTONHAUGH 
Hannah Choudhary Aarzoo BHARJ SHAAN Bector Arjun Chandraseelan Tanisha

BALARATNAM Eesha MANUKONDA Siddharth ALI Zoha GONUGUNTLA Manoj COLLINS ELLie BHUDIA ALISHA Dayalan Artharsh Choudhury Zakariya

KASSAM Miqdad SHPENDI Daniel PHILLIPS Oscar GWOZDZ Roza DHOLAKIA SHREYA CAMPS THEA Dodhia Ishen Crease Hannah

PATIL Pradnya UNWIN Sofia KUPFER Zak HAIDER Zain Elavarathan Mahisha Choudhary Armaan Griffin Skyla Devadoss Ranjeeth

AHAMED RUZAN Rehan HARFIELD Brandon AHMED Aamal HOSSAINI Yasmine GOWDA JANAK DALI Vivaan James Louis Dobardzieva Angelina

DODHIA Khushi MERALI Rayaan HALALDEEN Ifaad JASTI Machendranath HALAI UMA JERAM NAYAN Jardine Matthew Garg Shauna

PAGEERATHAN Hanisgan KUGARAJAH Shyshan SHENOY Aadya KAUSHIK Mehak KARADKAR ARYAN KANTHASAMI AKSAYAN Khandwalla Ayesha Jeyaseelan Sahana

POYANSEB Steven SHAIKH Azizah ESWARAKUMAR Sajivan KORMANSKA Matylda LITT ELIN Kumar Carissa Khwaja Yousuf Kapadia Neil

MALIQI Adis GAJERA Sahaj MAHMUD Eleina LOTAY Kiran MASHRU JAI MOMIN-LOWE DANYAL Lo Michael KUCHIBHOTLA Aditya

IQBAL Jibraan JAIN Sneha JOHNSON Ella MUKUNTHAN Karthiyaini Mohamed Ismail MUBARAK AMAAN Loza Ethan Lo David

LOON Samantha RAVISHANKAR Varchas NADEEM Sara MOHOTTI DARSHAN OKIKIADE MAYOWA Majithia Shreya Mashru Sia

VINAYAGAMOORTHY 
Vaishigan NARANG Naysa PATEL VEDANSHREE Mistry Mohini McTiernan Ryan

Dylan Ssentoogo PATEL MAHI PERKINS HARRY Patel Kishan Mehta Ashil

Patel Rudra QUASIM MUSA Phillip Destiny Nazir Ryan

RAHMAN AAFIYA ROGLIC IONA Prabakaran Prasa Partheepan Sarbian

RIZVI AALIA SENTHILPRABU ANESH Quasim Ibrahim Rahman Nashitah

ROBERTS OLIVIA SHAH VIDHI Rajendran Jashminy
Saravanabavan 
Hirushshanth

SOLANKI REECE SINGH Gurkaran Rasool Adam Shah Pooja

SUBRAMANIAN SIDDHI SIVARATNAM NAYANA Sellaiya Varjikan Shah Pranav

Thorpe Adam
VARATHAKUMARAN 
MADURI Sheikh Umar Sharma Arav

ZHENG KARINA VILVARAJAH MAYURA Shrestha Tisa Srikaran Dhisani

YOUNG CHLOE Sivakumar Sathurthika Sundaralingam Keshini

YUSSUF HASNA Bosnacki Maria Suresh Shagnakkiyan

Mahil Karam Shamil Sohail

Thotabaduge Sadini Ahmad Zahra



In the Autumn term, an amazing opportunity arose for young
poets/writers from the Young Writers organisation whereby
students could have the chance of winning prizes as well as
becoming a published poet. The following students entered the
competition where the task was to produce a poem which
reflected on an empowering experience or a time where they or
someone they knew felt empowered.

Huge congratulations to these students on their excellent
poetry, which has now been published into the Empowered
anthology (copies can be found in the English department).

Iman Beg 11FN
Abbishan Sivakumaran 10FH
Shreya Panchmatia 6GS
Reya Patel 7BN
Muhammed Faizi 7FN
Yahvi Chudasama 7BN
Nusaybah Chowdhury 7SN
Rahil Panchmatia 7SN

EMPOWERED



YEAR 8 GEOGRAPHY

Year 8 students created 3D maps of China for a
homework project this term in Geography.

Students with their work displayed include:

Olivia Bass 8FN
Matthew Daydov 8BH
Diya Malde 8BH
Zaynab Kidwai 8FN
Mala Halai 8BH
Katerina Adamoudi 8BH
Ayzel Haider 8BH
Sawsan Merahi 8FN
Maya Dayaram 8FN



YEAR 8 & 9 CHEMISTRY CLUB

Since September, some of our fantastic Year 8 and Year 9
students have been involved in a virtual ‘Chemistry Club’,
run by the Salters’ Institute.

Our students have had the opportunity to understand
real life applications of chemistry and learn about cutting
edge research and ideas. Concepts they have learnt
about include the chemistry of make up, medicines,
emotions and the environment.

We are one of the top schools in terms of student
engagement with the tasks and activities.

We are especially pleased about three of our students
who have featured in the top five across the whole of the
Chemistry Club platform, which has over 2000 students
registered, for the highest number of activities
completed.

A massive well done to Khushi Dodhia (9SH), Hana Didik
(9KH) and Anoushka Balaratnam (9BH).



On the last day of the Autumn term, Year 11 Food and Nutrition students made a visit to Cafe Rouge in
Ruislip and enjoyed a three-course festive meal. The aim of our visit was to give students a chance to sample
dishes on a celebration menu and allow them to look at presentation, portion control and accompaniments
that can be served alongside them.

On Tuesday 25th January, Junior Sous Chef, Tristan Crampton, joined our class to talk us through his journey
as a chef and demonstrate how to prepare, cook and present dishes.

Tristan demonstrated how to butcher a pheasant, cure salmon and make the perfect sauce. This was all done
whilst talking us through the importance of health and safety, seasonality, preventing food waste and sharing
lots of helpful tips and tricks for the students’ forthcoming practical exam.

Hopefully these experiences have given our Year 11 Food preparation students lots of tips and ideas to use
when completing their three hour practical exam in March.

YEAR 11 FOOD & NUTRITION EXAM PREPARATION



Our Year 7s have enjoyed learning about Modelling and Simulation in Computer Studies this term. Students
have been using SketchUp to make their own attraction, exploring all the different tools available to them.

We are pleased that this term the Computer Studies Faculty has been working alongside our Design &
Technology department to introduce students to Tinkercad. This is 3D Modelling software which allows
students to create models that they can then print on a 3D printer. Students really enjoyed this and it was
lovely to see them designing their own key tags. We look forward to doing more cross curricula work with
other departments over the course of the year.

YEAR 7 - COMPUTER STUDIES, MY SPACE 

Students can access SketchUp and Tinkercad for free at home
via their school Google account



YEAR 10 FUTURE FRONTIERS

Congratulations to the 16 students in Year 10 who have successfully completed the Future Frontiers career
coaching programme.

Over the last four weeks, they have explored future career paths with a coach from Stewarts Law. This week,
students met with their coaches in person and also had the exciting opportunity to meet with a sector role
model in their chosen field.

We are extremely proud of the thoughtful and committed way these students have approached the
programme.



25 employers kindly gave up their time for the 1:1 mock interview event for our Year 10 students. During the event, every
student had a twenty minute interview with an employer and were then given valuable feedback on their performance. Each
student also had to bring their CV with them, in order to make the experience as realistic as possible.

Prior to the event, students had completed a preparation programme covering interview questions, listening skills, body
language, hand shake and dress code. Students found the day very rewarding and commented on how beneficial the event
was, as many of them had never had an interview before. Employers were very impressed and complimentary about the
array of skills and qualities the students possessed.

Some student evaluations of the event:
‘Having the experience of an interview makes me feel more confident about the situation’
‘I need to practice asking more questions to the interviewer’
‘Articulacy is key to be able to comfortably have a conversation’
‘I should only put positives on my CV’
‘To be confident in my own achievements and abilities’
‘Its good to be prepared and organised’

A huge thank you to the representatives who
volunteered from the following companies:

Barclays Bank, Bank of America, Credit Suisse,
University of Westminster, London Metropolitan Police,
Brunel University, Acasta Risk, Whitmore High School,
Llynch, Tate & Lyle, Clancy, VGC Group, DWP
Stanmore College, M W Kellogg Ltd, Touchlight DNA Services.
Bletchley Recruitment Ltd, Researcher, London Union

YEAR 10 MOCK INTERVIEW EVENT
Tuesday 18th January 2022



Year 12 go on work experience from Monday 27th June to Friday 1st July 2022.

The placements will be linked to the degree course or apprenticeship they wish to study
at University.

If you are able to offer a Nower Hill student an opportunity to work in a professional 
working environment, please contact Varsha Doshi on careers@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk
or 0208 863 0877 Ext. 2209

Are you able to offer our 6th Form students a work placement?

WORK EXPERIENCE

mailto:wex@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk


Diya Dasgupta (Y13)

Henry Morris (Y13)

Emily O’Grady (Y13)

Jia Bansal (Y12)

Will O’Grady (Y12)

Caiden Jacques-Merry (Y12)

Maisie Wallwork-Smith (Y12)

Daniyal Ahmad (Y11)

Matthew Jardine (Y11)

Frank Morley (Y11)

Shreya Majithia (Y11)

Well done to all of our students so far this year!
In particular, we’d like to celebrate these students’ contributions to
the department.

Apernah Sooriyakumar (Y8)

Zayd Aboubeih (Y8)

Magnus Aitken (Y8)

Mila Edely (Y8)

Seren Parmar (Y8)

Elmar Ansari (Y8)

Zita Kotecha (Y8)

Tate McLeod (Y7)

Aaron Sharma (Y7)

Jay Banthia (Y7)

Anastasia Tibu (Y7)

Olivia Roberts (Y10)

Maegan Peters (Y10)

Iona Roglic (Y10)

Pablo Chandler-Daza (Y10)

Mayowa Okikiade (Y10)

Priyanka Shah (Y10)

Anya Jethwa (Y9)

Elliott Ford (Y9)

Sahaj Gajera (Y9)

Martha Elmer (Y9)

Ela Shah (Y9)

CLASSICS DEPARTMENT STARS



Maya Patel and Jess Fagan, two of our Year 13
Graphic Communications students have won an
illustration competition set by the charity Mind
Angels. They have been rewarded with a 25 page
book commission.

They are in the process of illustrating the children’s
book “Roxy’s Dream”, which aims to help normalise
discussion about mental health with children.

More to follow when the book is finished.

Congratulations Maya and Jess!

CHARITY BOOK ILLUSTRATION COMMISSION 



ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE

This half term, students from the Environmental Committee planted over three hundred small trees and
hedge plants that will improve the biodiversity of Nower Hill’s environment. Native species such as
hawthorn, hazel and field maple will create a habitat for insects and birds, as well as improving the visual
appearance of the area.
More shrubs and nest boxes are planned for the second half of the Spring term.



Year 7 PRE students have been learning about Christianity and forgiveness. As part of their studies they
have produced brilliant homework deepening their knowledge on forgiveness in Christianity and other
religions. Here are some wonderful and thoughtful examples.

By Dinesh Kishorkumar 7FN By Ismaeil Mohammad 7FN

CHRISTIANITY & FORGIVENESS



The Art and Maths departments have launched a series of artworks celebrating the leading figures of
Mathematics. The artworks are now exhibited on the Maths corridor and are shown below.

Many thanks and Congratualtions to A level Art students; Pia-Scott Nair, Eira Gillet, Katia Ovsyankina,
Jessica Fagan and Rajesh Bhovan.

ART & MATHS



The Student Voice Society, which was founded by
Negeena and Sian (who appear in the photograph
alongside) continues to do fantastic work in
school. This term, they have delivered staff INSET,
sharing with staff the student perspective on the use
of pronouns as well as their views on boy/girl seating
in school. Consequently, staff ensure that all of our
seating plans are arranged according to how students
would learn most effectively, rather than using the
genders as a behaviour tool. Students’ feedback
regarding sexual harassment was also instrumental in
supporting staff to plan for the highly successful Year 7
and 8 Citizenship workshops; due to student feedback
we understood that the most effective way to learn
potentially challenging topics was through stories and
case studies; for this reason, each of the four
workshops presented to Year 7 and 8 on Sexual
Harassment, Diversity and Racism, Healthy
Relationships and Online Safety, involved case studies
and scenarios to discuss. Key members of the Student
Voice Society were also pleased to create a display for
the front of school, to confirm to our whole
community that we have zero tolerance for sexual
harassment in school. Some of the excellent Year 7
and 8 posters are also displayed, following their
workshops.

STUDENT VOICE SOCIETY





This is the third in our series this academic year of the six most powerful revision strategies
according to cognitive psychological research. The slides come from The Learning Scientists’
website (https://www.learningscientists.org/) which includes dedicated sections for parents
and students as well as teachers.

Do watch their 8 minute video (linked here) 
which outlines all 6 strategies and feel free 
to contact us via our dedicated revision 
email: revision@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk if 
you have any revision-based queries.
Ms. Wilkinson (AHT Development)

REVISION STRATEGIES – TOP TIPS

https://www.learningscientists.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPxSzxylRCI




http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2016/7/7-1

http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2016/9/8-1

http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2016/7/7-1
http://www.learningscientists.org/blog/2016/9/8-1


MMR VACCINATION

More than 1 in 4 (28.1%) of children aged 5 years in London
are not up to date with their two doses of MMR vaccine.

• Measles, Mumps and Rubella are all serious infections that are
preventable with the MMR vaccination.

• Two doses of the MMR vaccine provide the best protection
against Measles, Mumps and Rubella.

• Young children will be offered two doses of the vaccine, the first
one just after the first birthday and the second dose before they
start school – usually at around three years and four months of
age.

• Older children, teenagers and young adults If you have never
previously had the MMR vaccine or have only had one dose of it,
you should contact your GP surgery to arrange to catch up with
your outstanding doses.

• If you have already had one dose of the MMR vaccine as a young
child then you will only need one further dose, no matter how
long ago your first dose was given.

A new campaign aims to drive MMR vaccine uptake in young children. To read more
information about this on the NHS website click here.

Please click here to read a GOV.UK leaflet that explains the Measles Mumps Rubella (MMR)
vaccine for all ages.

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/vaccinations/mmr-vaccine/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/543379/9867_MMR_A5leaflet.pdf


As in previous years, Nower Hill will be promoting Safer Internet Day, which this year, will take place on
Tuesday 8th February. After spending the last couple of years working and socialising online more than ever,
it is incredibly important to recognise and discuss the safe, responsible and positive use of digital technology
amongst our students.

The theme for this year’s event is ‘All fun and games? Exploring respect and relationships online’. This is a
theme that is incredibly relevant and important, given that many of our young people are still describing how
online sexual harassment continues to be part of their everyday lives. Equally, online gaming platforms
continue to be very popular amongst young people, and are often an area of risk that is overlooked or
unknown about. Unfortunately, many incidents of poor behaviour and judgement do take place on online
gaming platforms, with many young people putting themselves and others at risk.

Likewise, the effects of the internet and social media on mental health and young people continues to be
prominent and incredibly concerning. As life returns to some sort of normality, it is vital that as a society we
continue supporting young people in the ever evolving digital world that we live in.

Throughout the day we will be discussing various aspects of safe online usage with the students in both their
Form time and lessons. Please join us in supporting Safer Internet Day by discussing the importance of safe
internet usage and remaining respectful to others whilst communicating online.

Safer Internet Day: Tuesday 8th February 2022

SAFE! is a charity working to support young people across the Thames Valley who are affected by crime, teaching young people to listen to
their 'Early Warning Signs' when they don't feel safe. They also encourage young people to work out who they can talk to if they are not
feeling safe, and to seek help when they need it.
SAFE! has developed a specific website with resources to identify some of the problems faced by young people online called Safe Stories.
Looking at the issues through the eyes of animated characters, the video short stories are accompanied by advice and guidance on issues
such as cyber-abuse, sexting, revenge porn, consent and healthy relationships. This is advice designed to help young people stay safe and to
promote positive and respectful relationships, both online and in person. You can find the website and resources here:
https://safestories.org/

Peer-On-Peer Abuse (SAFE!)

ONLINE SAFETY BLOG

http://email.kjbm.safeguardinginschools.co.uk/c/eJwtj81uwyAMx58mXKYiHCAkBw7ttko77wEqJzgJbQoR0FV9-yXTJB8s-6f_B93RL5fyWsl-7uspRXQD5sLo7-OdrUG1UoNoWjZbRb0xHbQjOqPBdR02DqDpdUcSkAa22LmUNVfyWNXnbTKOlEtMnjKPadou_8qOFv9D6bVbKK2kACOkYd7WogYA0YpGNSA4cC0MNGehpIHj-f0ElRK3a3_nu_T0wOR8mHzIwxzjkvkQ-ePGkh1jcrynsNEhPinNfln4jCnFJ9_YHSr22xd6-_qoarm13AqJVtcM1_US8E72hlfs_WGPT2OKoeTDmqJ7DMXHwJx1Sne9-AXClWf4


Thursday 3rd March 2022

WORLD BOOK DAY

Students will receive their £1 book tokens which can be used in most book shops. For
recommendations of books, please see our KS3 and KS4 reading lists which are accessible
on the Student G-Suite.

How to celebrate World Book Day at home

• Purchase your £1 World Book Day book.

• Discuss your favourite books with each another at home.

• Host a book themed film night (we hear popcorn goes well with this!).

• Read a book together and discuss the characters, plot and anything else you may find interesting about the

story.

• Bored of fiction? Pick up a non-fiction book for a change!

• Start a book club between family and friends.

• Do a book swap with your favourite reads.



The theme of this year's Children’sMental Health Week
was Growing Together. The theme looked at growing
emotionally and finding ways to help each other grow.
Challenges and setbacks can help our young people to
grow and adapt. As well as this, trying new things can
help them to move beyond their comfort zone into a
new realm of possibility and potential.

At Nower Hill, we kicked off the week by exploring the
theme of personal growth and the teenage brain in our
Personal Development session during registration.
Students learnt that growth doesn’t always have to be
about developing new skills; it could be about making
small changes that will help them to feel better. During
the week, our Sixth Form Wellbeing Representatives
met with some of our Wellbeing Ambassadors to gain
their views and insight on all things to do with
Wellbeing andMental Health here at school.

They will be meeting with other year groups after the
half term break. We shared a display outside our main
hall with some “Growth Stories” that students could go
home and listen to, from some well-known faces,
including Dr Alex George and Olympic medallist, Sky
Brown.

To end the week, our 6th Form Wellbeing Team held a
lunch time drop in session. Students were able to drop
by and take part in a range of activities including:
mindfulness colouring, tips and coping skills, breathing
and mindfulness exercises and writing positive
affirmations to themselves and others.

Student Wellbeing and Mental Health continues to be a
top priority at Nower Hill and we look forward to
sharing further actions that we are implementing after
the half term.



A useful reminder for students and families on how to report any concerns.

Remember there is always someone at school that students can reach out to..





For all enquiries please telephone 020 8863 0877 and ask for Lettings or email lettings@nowerhill.harrow.sch.uk   

Facilities to hire at the school include : 

• Sporting Facilities
• Classrooms 
• Drama studios
• Halls 
• All weather pitch

for a variety of events such as parties, wedding receptions,  family celebrations 
or meetings……

FACILITIES TO HIRE AT NOWER HILL HIGH SCHOOL


